
2017 COLT CONFERENCE WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Workshop #1: “Building Relationships”                                      Kennedy 101 
The old adage "It's not what you know, but who you know" is almost correct.  What you know is 
important, but who you know helps make connections and implement what you know.  Stop in to work 
on building networks and strong relationships beyond your close friends.    
 
Workshop #2: “Cultivating Curiosity and Engagement”           Kennedy 105 
Explore ideas of how to gain investment from members that are on the fringe of the chapter or work to 
recruit new members from across your school population.  
 
Workshop #3: “Working Together as a Team”                            Kennedy 209 
Being able to work together is a vital skill for any team. In this workshop, we will learn the 
basics of what makes an effective team, including: having a strong foundation, forming clear 
goals and acknowledging how different personalities can alter the success of a team.  
   
Workshop #4: “Fundraising”                                                          Kennedy 119 
Join us as we take to the court to take aim at our biggest fundraising goals. We'll practice 
techniques for planning events, maximizing profit, and building relationships with sponsors to 
slam-dunk our way to victory. 
   
Workshop #5: “Connecting to FFA and your Community with Social Media”  KN 213 
Interact with peers to discuss marketing, positive use of social media now and in careers.                                                
   
Workshop #6: “Leading by Example”  JR HIGH MEMBERS Kennedy 105 
Work with experienced Collegiate FFA members with the Chapter Meeting LDE and explore 
ways to share your personal excitement through leadership strategies and build your influence 
with others.  
 
Workshop #7:  “Working with Stress”     Kennedy 103 
Too many commitments?  School and work overload?  Interpersonal challenges?  Explore 
strategies to help deal with overload and work towards a school/life balance.   
  
Workshop #7: “The Next Step – Considering College Admissions”     
    -----     FIRST WORKSHOP TIME ONLY  ----- Kennedy E-Hub Space 
The FFA has polished your skills, now it is time to consider taking them to the next level.  
Discuss admissions procedures, questions to consider, and timelines with Heather Marcotte, 
admissions representative for Cornell’s College of Agriculture and Life Sciences.  
 
(Topics subject to “flex” a bit as teams further develop plans) 
 
 
 


